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Abstract
Image completion techniques restore the damaged portion in an image especially for
large images. Our goal is to implement and further refine an image completion
algorithm that can be efficiently used for providing privacy to participants in social
networking sites. To achieve our goal, we need to identify a suitable approach and
successfully implement it. Moreover, we need to determine a methodology to
investigate its relevance to dealing with large images. In addition, we must investigate
improvements to the efficiency of the inpainting operation. The last, we need to
determine the quality of the repaired images is unaffected by the optimizations that
we introduced.
We have successfully implemented Criminisi’s exemplar-based image completion
method. We have developed an image bank to test the system, which shows that the
patch matching is a time consuming process with time complexity O (

). In order to

accelerate the patch matching scheme, we introduce a new approximate patch
matching process based on a set of human defined hash functions. Our approach
reduces at least 50% time of Criminisi’s approach testing on our images bank, which
achieve O (n). Our approach can achieve a similar or better result than Criminisi’s
algorithm by using the measure SNR.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Image inpainting is a method dealing with the damaged areas in an image, a part from
this. Image inpainting techniques reconstruct these areas within an image with the
goal of keeping its overall unity and coherence. Applications include removal of an
unwanted object, erasing stamped text, and recovery of the images where there are
scratches and spots.
Inpainting of an image is a time consuming process, and this problem is particularly
noticeable as the size of the reconstructed area increases. The high computational
overhead is a common problem for image inpainting algorithms. This problem is
particularly significant due to the developments of digital image technologies leading
to ever larger images is becoming the subject of image inpainting based restoration.
A potential application area for image inpainting is the social network. Here a group
share photos, videos and thoughts, and to communicate with friends, families or
strangers over the internet. Despite of the purpose of those social networks being to
share information with each other, people will still want to keep a certain degree of
privacy. Image inpainting can be applied to remove sensitive content from
photographs so that people can upload the ‘cleaned’ photos that can be shared with
publics.
Modern camera technology allows people to take higher resolution photographs and,
the size of images that are uploaded to internet are typically 2000 × 2000 pixels or
larger. As a consequence the image inpainting used in the social networking context is
expected to fast and must efficiently repair the damaged region within a large image.
The inpainting process used needs to be able to quickly handle large numbers of
images. In this scenario it is not acceptable to spend much time on an initialization or
pre-processing step for each photograph.
Problem Statement: Our goal is to implement and further refine an image
completion algorithm that can be efficiently used for providing privacy to participants
in social networking sites.
Solving this problem involves addressing the following issues:


We must identify a suitable inpainting process and successfully implement it.
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We must determine a methodology for evaluating the performance of this
process, particularly with respect to the size of the image provided.



We must investigate improvements to the efficiency of the inpainting
operation.



We need to determine that the quality of the repaired images is unaffected by
the optimizations that we introduce.

An outline of the steps that we follow to address these issues is as follow: We
replicate an existing image completion process and investigate its relevance to dealing
with large images. Evaluation of performance and image quality in this field has
typically been very informal to date and we introduce further rigour by developing a
set of test cases to qualify the performance and results of image completion processes.
Existing image completion use a brute force patch matching approach which becomes
impractical dealing with large images. Improve to patch matching methods are
developed to allow the process to scale to large image sets.
Image completion is a technique that fills a large missing area or recovers the
damaged portion in an image. Typically the process works by firstly extracting the
unknown regions from the image. The filling process starts with boundary between
known region and unknown region by filling in matching information. The ways
image completion algorithms recover the damaged image are diverse but searching
for the appropriate information to fill into the missing area is common and takes up
most of the time in the whole process.
Inspired from Criminisi et al [5] exemplar-based image inpainting algorithm, we
propose a new patch matching strategy that employs a set of human defined hash
functions to divide image source patches into different lists within a hash table for
later look-up. Searching for the best matching patch will retrieve a list of candidates
from the hash table, rather than looking up through the entire source image.
Computation of best match will be only done on the candidate patches in the list. This
reduces the processing time on finding the best matching patch.
1.1. Background
Photographs are represented as a two-dimensional digital image which is constituted
of tens of thousands of pixels. An individual pixel is the smallest element in an image
and the colour of the pixel can be represented by different colour models such as RGB
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(red, green, blue), CMYK, and CIE XYZ. In image inpainting, we focus on
recovering the damaged portion in an image or filling the blank left out by removal of
an unwanted object. Fig.1 shows an image with size 6 × 6, in which each slot
indicates a single pixel. The symbol ‘×’ denotes missing area (unknown region) that
has been marked by the user for image inpainting. The symbol ‘○’ represents known
region or Source, containing valid pixel colours from the original photograph. The
inpainting process uses square neighborhoods, or patches, which are represented by
the blue area. The patches are identified by the position of their centroid shown as the
red pixel. In this example, the patch size is 3, corresponding to the set of 3 × 3 pixels
shown.
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Fig.1
1.2 Document Structure
Chapter 2 outlines previous works related to image completion algorithms and other
related to patch matching scheme used for image manipulation and similar image
searching. Chapter 3 gives an overview of the exemplar-based image completion
algorithm and design issues at each step, and test and evaluation of the algorithm is in
section 3.6. Design of test database is also discussed in section 3.6. Chapter 4
describes our new hash functions strategy and gives the implement details for each
hash function. The test of evaluation for our strategy is discussed in section 4.4.
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2. RELATED WORK
In this section, we will introduce previous works related to image inpainting in two
parts. The first part we will be discussing image completion algorithms. The second
part, different strategies that have devised to enhance the patch match based image
completion algorithms are introduced and related to the patch matching scheme, some
algorithms that are not exclusively used in image inpainting are also described.
2.1. Image Inpainting
Bertalmio et al [1] introduce an image inpainting algorithm based on partial
differential equations (PDEs), which simulates the way of how professional artist
retouch paintings in real life. The recovery works for professionals dealing with
damaged images can be summarised into four steps: 1) Determine the unity of the
image when filling the gap. 2) On the boundary of missing region and known region,
structure from the surrounding area is progressively filled into the missing region
following the isophote (line with equal grey level). 3) The colour information is then
filled in to the area on the contour line. 4) Fix the small flaws. The inpainting of [1] is
following the procedure and repeatedly performs 2) and 3) until the missing region is
filled. It is an automatic approach that a region is selected by user to be filled in
advance. On the contour line, the gradient of the surrounding area measures the
changes to the missing region and direction of isophote guides the structure to be
propagated inward into the gap. To keep the smoothness and avoid the curves
crossing each other, an anisotropic diffusion is applied accompanied with inpainting
process. The drawback for this strategy is that it is not capable to filling a large
textured image because it reproduces the information from surrounding structure and
the diffusion produces blur to the gap. Moreover, the continuation of the curve is ne
well preserved. To overcome these problems and achieve contrast invariant,
Bertalmio [2] further reform a third-order optimal PDE. They treat the inpainting as
image interpolation propagating the level lines. Towards the direction of the level line,
a third-order PDE is based on the Taylor series filling the gap with the gradient
calculated by taking the average of local neighbours on the same level line rather than
the variation of the gray values of its neighbours to a second-order PDE. Comparing
with a second-order PDE, the third-order PDE can follow the curvature and achieve
the continuity of level line. In [2], they also prove that the third-order PDE is the most
4

accurate PDE among other PDEs as any other PDEs cannot precisely follow the
principle of good continuation. It shows a better quality with filling edges and the
continuity of the thin structure than other PDE based image inpainting techniques but
it still limits to fill a small missing region and not capable of dealing with large
missing area.
Other than PDE-based approach, Rares et al [3] develop a different method, which
reconstructs the structure in the gap by exploiting the edge information around the
target region. The filling follows three steps that firstly detect the edge on the
boundary of the target region through a clockwise manner with watershed
segmentation. Pixels who separate two objects are identified as edges and then
luminance information for the edges are extracted. Secondly, estimate the structure
inside the target region. With a circular model, connect the edges as pairs that fit the
circle, considering the continuity of the edges in the missing area. The pairs of edges
with their circle curves do not cross each other are divided into a group. Each group is
scored as the numbers of crossing edge pairs, and edges curve in the group with
minimum score are drawn as the structure. Thirdly, the surrounding pixels of the
target region are interpolated into the according to the structure built in previous step.
This approach works on a small missing region with strong edges information around
it and is not capable to deal with image containing rich texture and colours.
Comparing with [1] [2] [3], exemplar-based image inpainting techniques show more
accurate recovery on to the missing region and can maintain both structure and
texture. Drori et al [4] propose a sample based approach “fragment-based image
completion algorithm”, which solves the problem of recovering both the structure and
texture image. It starts with defining an inverse matte to mark the unknown region
and initializing a confidence map that higher confidence values are assigned to the
pixels in the known region and lower confidence values for pixels in unknown region.
In the low confidence area, the algorithm iteratively finds the target fragment having
more valid pixels and match with the source fragments in high confidence area based
on a multi-resolution strategy. The fragment is a circle with its size adaptively decided
by the underlying structure. In addition, the colour in matched source fragment is
copied into the target fragment. Finally, update the inverse matte and confidence
value for the filled pixels. The algorithm of [4] shows a good quality towards some
cases but its computation is expensive and complicated which leads to the filling take
too much time to accomplish. Another image completion algorithm based on the
5

available example in the input image is Criminisi et al [5]’s exemplar-based image
inpainting. They identify the critical influence of the filling order and then a priority
strategy is introduced to decide the starting points. Once the user defined the target
region, the input image is divided to source region which is known region, the target
region and the contour that the area between the source and target region. A
confidence value is initialized for every pixel that 1 for known pixels and 0 for
unknown pixels. Next, calculate a priority value based on confidence term and data
term for every pixel on the contour line. Choose of the patch with highest priority as
the target patch. Then search through the source region to find the best match
exemplar using sum of squares difference (SSD). The last step is to copy the
information from the exemplar to target patch and update confidence value to the
filled pixels. It is a brute force approach so that large image has significant influence
on the processing time and also the filling choices are limited to the examples in the
input image.

2.2. Patch Matching
Patch matching is a procedure of finding a most similar patch for a given target patch
within the source set. The greedy patch matching used in [4] [5] have proved its
inefficiency. In order to accelerate the patch matching scheme, based on [5] further
improvements have been developed in [6] [7]. Anupam et al [6] define a new
rectangular region around target region with four fixed coordinates to constrain the
search region. Instead of look up every patch within the source region, the algorithm
only looks up the source patches in the rectangular area. They point out that there is a
possible situation for the priority to be zero that when the data term is zero, the
priority is set to zero even when the patch contains a high confidence term. The
modification is done to the computation of priority function is changing the product of
confidence term and data term to the addition of two terms. To obtain the best match
patch, they choose mean squared error (MSE) over SSD. Their algorithm successfully
reduces the time for the image with small missing region but it does not efficient for
dealing with large target region, and available example is even less than [5]. Liu et al.
[7] propose a weighting patch match strategy replied on the algorithm of [5]. The
inpainting is still follow the procedure of [5] using priority to decide the filling order
but once the target patch is given, before calculating the distance between the target
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patch and source patch, a error measurement is applied first to filter those patches
above a pre-set threshold. The error measurement function measure the similarity
between source patch and target patch in a much simple way returning a distance
value between them, and to compare the value with the threshold, if the value is larger
than threshold, ignore the patch and go to the next one, otherwise, take the patch as a
candidate. Then, for the target patch, compute the difference with every candidate
with a weighting squared differences (WSD) function that dose the same job as SSD,
and choose the one with smallest difference. As a filter error function is first applied
to reduce the candidates in the source region, the time is reduced but also influenced
by the threshold. Considering the error measurement is called every time when a
target patch is given, it is still a brute force strategy and also the image size has a great
affect as well.
Another enhanced exemplar-based algorithm is introduced by Komodakis and Tziritas
[8] which uses a global optimization strategy. They identify some issues related to the
inconsistencies on the filled boundary of the target region and the greed matching
scheme used in pervious exemplar-based image completion algorithms [4] [5]. In their
paper, source patches are defined as the labels with a discrete MRF model and nodes
of the MRF are those points that have all invalid neighbour pixels within the patch
size area. A priority value is then calculated for all nodes measured by a belief value
originally based on the SSD. The belief value for all nodes is propagated by using a
priority-BP scheme but is a time consuming process. Considering this point, a BP
message scheduling strategy is used to speed up the propagation. The filling starts
with the node with highest priority but the matching is reduced to a limited number of
labels (patches) by applying a “label pruning” method. Their main contribution is to
develop a new priority-BP method which can be applied to not only image completion
but also texture synthesis. Moreover, their strategy has shown a better preservation on
the consistency of boundary filling. The inpainting speed has reduced comparing with
[4] [5].
Fang et al [9] reduce the computation of image inpainting process by applying the
principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimension of the image array and
proceed the inpainting over a multi-resolution upsampling scheme from a coarse to
fine level. Initially, both input image and a mask (mark target region) are defined in a
multi-resolution structure. Extract an O-shape for each source patch from each level
of the image, the O-shape of a patch is a patch only contains the boundary pixels of
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the patch. All O-shape patches are store into a matrix and then apply PCA to calculate
the eigenspace in which each element is an eigenvalue. They calculate the weight
vector for those O-shape patterns by projecting with first N eigenvectors which stored
in eigenspace as a row and cluster those weight vectors into a number of clusters. The
inpainting process starts with the point has highest hessian matrix decision value
(HMDV) on coarsest level and search to the direction of the first eigenvector which
points to a cluster of patches. The HMDV is computed based on the gradient of a
grayscale image. Then the same process is kept to finer level until the image is filled.
As patch matching scheme can be seen as a searching procedure so that many speedup searching strategies are employed such as tree-structure, nearest neighbors
searching and hash functions [10] [11] [12]. In Wei et al. [10], they employ a treestructured vector quantization (TSVQ) to accelerate the matching scheme. Given an
input texture image, reproduce a new output texture image by exploiting a Markov
Random Fields (MRF) model, for a pixel in output image, get its partial neighborhood
and compare with every possible neighborhood in input image using SSD to find the
best match. The neighborhood for a point is its surrounding pixels within an L shape
with its size manually set in the initialization stage. The process is repeatedly done
over a pyramid structure for both input and output images to reduce the complexity of
computation. To reduce the time on the searching best matching neighborhood, a
binary tree structure TSVQ is applied. Results show that different size for the
neighborhood influences the quality. Furthermore, the time is reduced with their
approach but with less accuracy in reconstructing structures.
Barnes et al [11] propose a randomized correspondence strategy for patch matching
scheme. The algorithm can be used for many patch matching based image
manipulations such as image completion, texture synthesis. It provides the interaction
with user to draw a curve to guide the filling and choose the searching window in
source region. The basic procedure is to build a nearest-neighbor field (NNF) for a
patch represented in coordinate in image A and link to its corresponding patch (point)
in image B. The connection between the two coordinates is offset which is stored in
an array. The offset is initialized by either randomly choose a value or using pre-set
information. On the patch level, given a target patch i in image A, find its
corresponding patch j in image B and apply random search among the neighbors of j
with SSD. Then map the patch with smallest SSD to target patch. The procedure is
progressed iteratively in a multi-resolution structure. They compare their approach
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with kd-tree strategy on a dataset by search images with similar features, in which
their approach shows the advantages on both searching time and memory costs.
As they embed the algorithm on an image editing tool so that user can interact with
the image manipulation and guide the image reconstruction. Grauman et al [12]
introduce a pyramid patch matching scheme using hash functions to achieve sublinear time on retrieval of similar images. Before searching a matching image, a hash
table is established for images database. For any input images in the database, define
each of them as a set of feature vectors with SIFT (other descriptors are applicable,
geometric blur descriptors, shape context histogram, e.g.) and with an embedding
functions mapping each patches over a pyramid structure, generating a distributed
random number in [0, 1] for each feature vector. Next they use a random hyper plane
functions introduced by Charikar [13] to generate a binary code as the hash key.
Finally, inspired by Charikar [13], for purpose of achieving the hamming space
approximate-NN search, apply the permutation to the hash key and store the images
according to these hash keys. When search a target image, the process is same as
described above that a hash key is calculated which hashes to an entry of the hash
table. Apply few numbers of permutations on the hash key to obtain more images and
store the final results by a similarity measure function, locality sensitive hashing
functions. But this approach is more likely to be employ to searching similar images
over a large images set rather than image completion.
Method

Approach

Target region

Auxiliary algorithm

[1][2]

PDE

small

SSD

[3]

Edge detection

small

Multi-resolution

[4][5]

SSD

[6]

MSE

[7]

Exemplar-based

large

MSD

[9]

PCA, multi-resolution

[11]

SSD, NNF

[8]

Global optimization,

Priority-BP, SSD

exemplar-based
[10]

MRF

[12]

Hash function

TSVQ (tree)
---

Multi-resolution
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3.

IMAGE COMPLETION

In this section, an exemplar-based image completion algorithm is described in six
parts. Those parts are unfolded from the understanding of the process of the algorithm
and identify the capability of the algorithm handles the problems, explanation of how
we implement the algorithm and finally analysis of the results. The first three part
introduce the inpainting procedure of [5], and explains the algorithms used. In the
fourth and fifth parts, specific issues relating to implementing the algorithm are
discussed. The last part describes the evaluation of the process presenting test results
and evaluation. Based on the results, analyze the relevant reasons that may influence
the quality. Identify the deficiencies and shortcomings that can be further enhanced.
To measure the quality of results, we apply signal to noise ratio (SNR).
3.1. Exemplar-based image inpainting
The inpainting process, as illustrated in Fig.2 a, works with an input image I. A region
is selected by user to be repaired and is effectively cleared. This blank area Ω is the
target region to be filled in the inpainting process and the remaining known area of
the input image I constitutes the source region, Φ. The δΩ indicates contour line.
Criminisi et al [5] discovered the structure of missing area can be propagated from
source region by an exemplar-based texture synthesis scheme. As illustrated in b-c,
we choose a patch

centred at point p is a target patch to be filled. Patches with

similar structure are found at point

and

. Choose of either path

or patch

as the exemplar depends on the search order. If the search is from left to right on the x
axis first, patch
first, patch

is taken as best match patch. If it starts searching towards y axis
is chosen as best match patch. Then the information from the chosen

patch is copied to

.
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Fig.2. Exemplar-based texture synthesis propagating the structure.
(a, b, c, d)Images are based on diagrams in [5].
The filling order directly influences the quality of the results. In [5], two ideal filing
strategies are compared. Criminsi et al [5] pointed out that to better preserve the
boundary in the image, the higher priority should be given to first filling the target
regions that lie on the continuation of image structure, which shows its superiority
compared with ‘onion-peel’ strategy that choose to first fill the patch contains more
information.
In Fig.3, (a) we show an image with a concave target region to be repaired. When
applied with onion peel algorithm, as shown in (b, c, d), the filling on the boundary of
two background colour follows the shape of the target region producing an
unexpected raised curve. In order to solve this problem, a new filling method based on
priority is used in [5]. The higher priority value will be assigned to the area containing
more image structure information. Filling starts at the point with highest priority. We
can see from Fig.3 (b’, c’, d’), patches on the two sides of the target region have
higher priority which are on the crossover of the boundary. The process tries to close
the gap on the boundary first and only later fills the other portions.
11

Fig. 3 two filling strategies: (a) is sample image to be repaired. White area
is target region. (b,c,d) is filling process of onion peeling algorithm. (b’,c’,d’)
is the filling process of edge-driven algorithm. Images drawn referred to [5].
3.2. Priority computation

Fig .4 Data term. Image is reproduced from [5].
The fillfront δΩ is defined as the area between source region and target region. The
filling procedure is to be done repeatedly until the fillfront is empty, which means the
target region Ω is filled.
Each iteration of the algorithm starts with identifying the fillfront on which the
confidence map is initialized by assigning a value either 1.0 or 0.0 to each pixel
according to whether it belongs to the target region or not. If point p is in Ω, set value
to 1.0, otherwise set it as 0.0.
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Once it is done, a priority value is computed for each point, using the parameters
shown in Fig.4, Assuming we have a patch

with its centroid at point p, the priority

is calculated as the product of D (p) and C (p) as per. (1).
P (p) = C (p) ∙ D (p)

(1)

As [5] is a patch-based approach, the P (p) basically represents the value for the patch
centred at point p. C (p) and D (p) are the confidence term and the data term of the
patch

respectively, which calculated using:

∑

,

C (p) =

D (p) =
Here |

| indicates the patch area, α is the normalization factor which equals to 255

for an 8-bit gray level image,
at point p, and

is a perpendicular unit vector to the contour line δΩ

is the isophote (line on the same gray level).. Given a patch ѱ with

its centroid at point p, add up all the confidence value within ѱ. q denotes all the
points in the ѱ, and C (q) is the confidence value of point q. The confidence of point
p, C (p), is the average confidence value of patch ѱ, which is a value between 0 and 1.
If patch ѱ stands in the target region, the confidence of every point q in ѱ is 0, and
then C (p) is 0. The C (p) is 1 when the whole patch belongs to source region. As a
result, the confidence term C (p) can be a measure of the available information within
a patch at point p. On the contour δΩ, C (p) intends to choose the patch contains more
known pixels to be filled first due to patch with more available information is more
reliable.
The gradient

is a vector pointing to the direction of the scalar field has highest

increase rate. The perpendicular to gradient

gives the direction of isophote

and the isophote is the lines with the same gray level. The closer of the isophote at
point p points in the direction of

, the higher value of the D (p) can be obtained so

that the data term D (p) gives higher priority to the patch having strong linear
structure towards the direction of isophote. This helps to preserve the connection of
broken lines and close the shape with gap.
Once all patches on the fillfront have been assigned a priority value, the patch
with highest priority P (p) is chosen to be the target patch.
13

3.3. Patch matching
The algorithm then goes through each patch within source region finding the patch
with smallest difference with target patch

. The process is expressed by the

expression given in (2).
̂

Here

(

= arg

(2)

) calculates the difference between patch

and

. In [5]

is

defined as the sum of squared differences (SSD) between the target patch and source
patches and

the latter representing patches belonging to source region. When

finding the exemplar patch
in exemplar

̂

̂

having smallest SSD with target patch

is copied to corresponding position in target patch

, each pixel

.

The last step is to update confidence map,
C (p) = C ( ̂)

̂

.

We change the confidence value for filled pixels from 0.0 to 1.0.
3.4. Validation of Inpainting process
We reproduce the process in [5] and specify our implementation details related to the
description of each function.
The system is divided into two levels consisting of image conversion and data
processing. Image conversion accomplishes the conversion from image to a 2dimensional array or from a 2-dimensional array to image which to be done at the
beginning and the end of the process respectively. This is because the operations
directly towards the image can take more time to process and at the same time is not a
proper coding behavior due to the direct changes to an original image is not
recoverable. Again, when the image is converted to an array, the operations only
interact with numeric in the array and any changes are done in the array.

14

Fig.5
3.4.1 Input conversion
The GIF, JPG and PNG are three most common image formats but each of those
formats represents the pixel in a different way. Not like JPG or PNG formats, pixel of
GIF format shows only one value which is the combination of R, G and B three
channels. In order to keep the unity of the pixel form and make the process valid for
other image formats, images are converted to PNG format so that pixels are presented
in RGB model. We wish to store a scaling value rather than the actual RGB value so
that (R, G, B) is transformed to (a, b, c), a, b and c

.

We capture the pixels of the input image by using the build-in functions provided by
Image package in PIL. Once the image is opened by the function .open ( ), the
function load ( ) is used to get a pixel access object which stores the pixels in the
same form of a 2-dimensioal array. Pixels values are obtained by access to the pixel
access object, and then stored to a same sized 2-D array of which every element is a
tuple containing three numbers. For the demands of later computation for priority and
SSD, each one of the three channels of RGB is divided by 255 and stored as float.
A mask matrix is created to map the confidence value according to a gray scale of
mask image. The form in which the mask is provided is as a black and white image
that flags black colour to known pixels and white colour to unknown pixels. The
reason why we convert mask image to a gray level is because we use the mask to map
the unknown pixels within the input image. Consequently the mask is actually the
initial value for a confidence map. There is no need to keep the RGB value of pixels
of mask image as a gray level for each pixel can provide the required information.
As the gray level shows the information of the brightness of an image, pure black is
represented as 0 and white pixel equals to 1. There are some transition pixels around
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the missing area and their colours are between black and white. If we only map black
pixels to known region and white pixels to unknown region, those transition pixels
will be ignored. Those pixels are produced when a region is removed from the
original image and they try to balance the colour of the border with the missing
region. As a result, those transition pixels are blurred out and no longer pure source
pixels. Thus, we consider those pixels as unknown pixels as well. The mask matrix
will record as 1.0 if the gray of the corresponding pixels are 1, otherwise record it as
0.0. By doing this, we will have a mask matrix only contains either 1.0 or 0.0 and all
unknown pixels and transition pixels are mapped as 0.0, and those value are to be
updated during the filling process.
3.4.2 Data processing
The data processing stage relies on the existence of data formatted as the 2D arrays
produced by the image conversion stage.
The inpainting process begins by scanning of the mask matrix. If there are any values
that are 0.0 in the mask then further inpainting is required. If not the inpainting loop is
terminated and current image array is converted back to an image format and written
to the output file.
The core of [5] uses priorities to decide the starting point; the target patch to be filled
first. Once the mask matrix is created, the C (p) is easy to compute. The confidence
value for a patch centred at point p is the sum of all the confidence values of pixels
within the patch divided by

(where n is the patch size). Since the image array and

mask matrix share a common coordinate system, we use the coordinates to obtain the
confidence value stored in mask matrix.
When calculating the D (p), p

δΩ, we compute unit vector

by the following steps:

1) Consider the eight direction (up, down, left, right and other four diagonals) vectors
pointed from point p, which are pointing to the eight neighbor pixels around p; give
credit to the direction vectors of which point to a neighbor pixel that belongs to the
known region.
2) Add up all vectors that have been given credit.
3) Divided the vector by the number of credits to obtain the mean vector.
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Fig. 6 Calculation of vector
The algorithm used is shown in Fig.6. The combination of i and j gives eight unit
vectors pointing to eight directions on the x and y axis (not including zero vector).
When the surrounding pixels of point p are all unknown pixels, no credits will be
given to any of those vectors, the count will equal to 0.0, and the unit vector will be
returned as

(0, 0), which set the value of D (p) to 0, and ultimately gives a 0

priority. This is reasonable because a patch with too much missing information is
definitely not a desirably appropriate starting point. Another situation will also return
a 0 vector is when the surroundings are all marked as known pixels. The computation
of priority for the patch with all pixels stand in source region will not affect the filling
order but taking up the processing time. Thence, the priority calculation is restricted
to the border between target region and source region (fillfront).
We represent the fillfront as a list of coordinates consisting of stores the locations of
pixels in the boundary of the mask image. Only the points with an unknown neighbor
at any four directions (up, down, left, and right) are taken into account. For the
example shown in Fig.7 (a, b, c) Black is source region, white is target region and
fillfront is the area painted as blue.
The mask matrix identifies that point p is in the target region, detect the neighbors
around p from up, down, left and right sides, illustrated in Fig.7.b, if the neighbors are
in source region, the location of the neighbors’ pixels will be put into fillfront list.
Neighbors from other four diagonals are not considered to be put in fillfront as shown
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in Fig.7. c, it ends up having too many duplicates because one point to the left
neighbor which is also pointed by adjacent points on diagonal sides.

Fig.7 deciding fillfront pixels. a) Select the fillfront pixels at point p. b) Valid
fillfront pixels with considering four directions (up, down, left and right). c) Valid
fillfront pixels with considering eight directions (up, down, left, right and four
diagonals)

The gradient

of point p (x, y) is calculated as bellow:

=(

Here

,

),

=

-

,

=

-

.

(3)

is the intensity at point p, (x, y) is its coordinate. ⊥ represents the

orthogonal operation which is done on the gradient. The computation of gradient is
done over a grayscale of pixels as the grayscale measures the intensity of lightness of
a pixel with a single value, and the gradient of grayscale reflects the direction of the
change of the lightness.
When finding the patch with the highest priority we require the coordinate of the
target patch rather than just the constituent pixels because we will need the location of
filling points for updating to original image array and mask matrix. In order to track
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both locations and priorities, we employ dictionary to store the priority value as the
key and (x, y) coordinate tuple as content. The acquisition of the target location is
achieved by apply the built-in function ‘max’ to the key priority among the dictionary.
3.4.3 Patch matching
We adopt the SSD metric and apply it between target patch and patches within source
region to find the source patch with smallest distance. If we want to compute SSD
between two pixels a and b, a (

,

,

), b (

,

,

), SSD is formed as:

SSD (a, b) = √
Finally we update all pixels within the patch centred at the coordinate of target patch.
The mask here used to determine which the pixels need to be filled. The target patches
have only partial information missing and the known pixels must be kept. Therefore,
the mask matrix as the confidence map has to be the last one to update.
3.5 Implementation
An input image and a mask image with both formats PNG are provided for the system
and a region is removed from the image in advance. The code is written in Python 2.7
with Python Image Library (PIL).
3.6 Test and evaluation
We investigate the ability of the algorithm to deal with different type of images,
including process time and the quality of results. A set of test cases is developed to
qualify the results of our implementation of [5]. , based on which we analyze the
relevance factors that influence the time and quality and discuss the possible
enhancements.
All test images contain a missing region must be recovered by image completion
algorithm. The test images are divided into two sections, artificial images and natural
images.
For artificial images, each image contains an independent shape such as circle,
triangle, line and square. These shapes have strong angle or obvious edge. The
purpose of testing the system with those images is to see if it can preserve the
structure of the image and repair the gap according to their shape. Furthermore,
natural images sourced from photographs are a record of a real life scene which can
include landscape, people and .other complex content. The content of those images
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are very rich and multiple valid solutions exist for the inpainting problem. We can
examine the capability of the system to deal with colorful and complicated content
with those images and how the image size affects the processing time.
Design of test data
We start off by explaining factors that lead to our design of an appropriate suite of test
data for evaluating image completion processes. These are illustrated through
appropriate examples. A comprehensive evaluation of the inpainting process on the
complete test data set is presented in section.
3.6.1 Issue encountered: Influence by the selection of target region
The fillfront consists of the pixels around the target region. The regions surrounding
the target region provide the information for algorithm to predict the possible
information that can be used to fill the missing region.
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Fig.8. Selection of the target region. a) An oil painting ‘Still Life with Apples’, by
Cézanne, c. 1890. The Hermitage, St, Petersburg. b) A region is removed. c) A target
patch on the border. d) The target patch at coarse level. e) Filled image. f) Expected
result.

Fig.8 b is input image from which the lemons near the plate are removed. The target
region is along the curve of the plate. Image c shows that a target patch is chosen on
the fringe of plate, which contains a small mart of the edge of the plate and a part of
the yellow fruit in the plate, shown in the expanded view in image 8d. To match the
missing part in the target patch, the algorithm only able to use the portion of yellow
fruit and khaki plate to compare with source patches. As shown in image e, algorithm
tries to continue the colour at the edge of the plate which causes the khaki of the plate
spill out. This eventually leaves a breach between the table and plate. Due to the
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breach, the wrong patches keep filling into the gap and ultimately the result of this
image can be seen in image e is undesirable.
This is not a fault of the algorithm as the target region is not controlled by system. To
avoid such situation, the target region should leave a small region intact around the
plate so that algorithm has enough information to tell the appropriate position of the
target region.
The consequence for the design of the test cases for artificial images is that we draw
the images using plain and simple colors and keep the boundary of target region and
the background clear. For natural images, if the object is too close to other objects in
the background, leave an intact between the target region and adjacent objects to
avoid the adhesion.
3.6.2 Patch size
Patch size changes the range of the both target patches and source patches. Larger
patch size leads a patch contains more pixels, for a target patch, it means more
available information and also more missing information.
For each test images, we test the system with the patch size set to 5, 7, 9 and 15.

Fig. 9 Influence by patch size a) Original image reproduced from [5]. b) Input
image with a region removed. c) Result by patch size set to 5. d) Result image by
patch size set to 7. e) Result image by patch size set to 9. f) Result image by patch size
set to 15.
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Fig. 9 shows an example of the results of filling the same input image with different
patch size. a is the original image showing two same sized purple ellipses on a grey
background. A hollow oval region which is on the two adjacent edges of the ellipses
is removed showing in b in white colour. Due to the two ellipses are same size, the
missing parts on each sides of the ellipses can be found on the another sides of
ellipses. We can see from c and d, the grey spots circled by red ellipse are filled in
during the inpainting process when applied with patch size 5 and 7 but with patch size
9 and 15, the missing region is filled nicely without any speckles. Only the partial
information available in the patch can be used to calculate the distance with source
patches. A patch with patch size 5 or 7 is relatively small comparing with 9 and 15
therefore the available information is more limited for smaller patch. In b and d, the
grey spots are filled inside the shapes but the edges of the ellipses are preserved. From
this point, we can see that the valid portion in the target patch which imports the
exemplar patch with grey colour only contains purple, and the search starts from left
to right on x axis, the first source patch that matches with target patch is on the upper
side of ellipse. Thus, when the chosen patch size is too small, a small amount of grey
pixels is included in the region that corresponding to the invalid region of the target
patch. Once a grey pixel is filled in the wrong place, the ‘pollution’ spreads out to the
adjacent patches. Another example is shown in Fig.10, the target region is on the
border of two background colour. The result of patch size 5 shows obvious flows in
contrast with larger patch size (details are discussed later).
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Fig.10 a) Original image reproduced from [5]. b) Input image. c) Result of
patch size 5 d) Results of patch size 7, 9 and 15.
We look at the details for each filling step for image a with patch size set to 5,
illustrated in Fig 11. The first spots appear in c as shown the zoomed region in
c’. The best match patch contains a indigo line at the top, which comes from the
top of the image because the information used to compare with source patches
are all cerulean colour which can be seen in c’’, the valid part in target patch ѱ
is matching with the exemplar. When the indigo colour first comes in the area
surrounded by cerulean, it causes more of the patches containing indigo filling
into the region and even brings dark green in the gap. If applied with a larger
patch, the target patch ѱ will contain some dark green at the bottom thereby the
best matching patch will be on the border of two colours. As a result, larger
patch size will give a better result in this case.
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Fig. 11 filling details of patch size 5. a) Input image. b, c, d, e) The image in
the process. f) Result. c’) Coarse level of a portion of c. c’’) The target patch for
the exemplar in c’.
Larger patch size in most of cases show a better ability of preserving the structure of
the images but it results in less variety of the patches. The number of source patches
is higher using smaller patch size than the one uses larger patch size so that the
variability of source patches is decreased. This situation can be seen in Fig.12. We
have a source image that a blue circle on grey background shown in a. b is the input
image with a square region on the edge of the lower side of the circle removed. In this
test case, the missing region does not have a perfect match within the source region.
The system needs to close the circle by follow the curve of the valid adjacent
information. c shows how system recovers the circle with patch size set to 5. Compare
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the result with others using larger patch size in (d, e, f), less blue colour is split out
from the interior of the circle.

Fig. 12 Drawbacks of larger patch size. a) Original image. b) Input image. c)
Result of patch size 5. d) Result of patch size 7. e) Result of patch size 9. f)
Result of patch size 15.
The choice of the patch size is based on the content of the images and we have tested
four patch sizes (5, 7, 9, and 15) with 11 images including these two images
mentioned in pervious explanation in order to choose a proper size that works for
most cases. As shown in the table in Appendix.1 Table.1, there is no optimal patch
size that works perfectly for all cases. The choice of the most suitable patch size is
uncertain for an input image but patch size 9 and 15 show more stable for the
structure recovery.
3.6.3 Processing time
Another criterion to make the algorithm valuable is the efficiency. We choose 10
images with their size progressively increased. To make the test fair, we set the patch
size 15 for all the cases.
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Image

Patch match

Patch match

processing

frequency

(seconds)

(seconds)

(times)

1. 100 × 80

42.331

8

42.022

2. 115 × 100

124.193

15

123.603

3.120 × 100

72.855

7

72.649

4. 100 × 133

217.032

25

215.599

5. 130 × 120

123.842

9

123.547

6. 140 × 180

327.213

14

326.539

7. 200 × 151

1078.922

43

1075.011

8. 200 × 169

514.247

16

513.32

9. 204 × 194

799.849

21

798.356

10. 200 × 200

1044.425

27

1042.758

Image size

Table.2
Those test cases are not larger images. Especially for a real life case, the photograph
can be much larger than any of those images. For the smallest size that we chose is
100 × 80 pixels it takes 42.331 seconds to process. As [5] is a brute force strategy, to
find the best matching patch for a target patch, system scans all patches within the
source region. To recover a very small missing region of a large image, as the search
goes through entire image is still very time consuming. From the Table.2 we can see
that the missing regions in those test images do not require many times of patch
matching. The frequency of the first image is only 8 times and the time of patch
match is around 42 seconds, which means for each patch match, it takes 5.25 seconds.
And for a larger image 200 × 200, the time of per patch match is 38.62 seconds.
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Fig. 13. Time of per patch match of [2].
Fig.13 shows the time of per patch match for 10 test cases. We apply trend line on the
ten points and polynomial gives highest goodness of fit

, 0.9904. According to the

polynomial given by the trend line, for every 100 × 100 pixels, the patch match takes
81.1321 seconds, and the time complexity is O(

). This makes the algorithm not

practical. Within one loop of patch match, the target patch has to compare with every
single source patch but its similar source patches may only be in a small area of the
source region especially for a natural image, which makes the system do too much
worthless job. To accelerate, we need to come up some strategy to reduce the search
range.
3.6.4 Measure of quality
To test the quality of the resulting images, we have 9 original images and remove a
region from those images to create 9 input testing images. We apply the signal to
noise ratio (SNR) [14] between the original images with the reproduced images
resulted from the image inpainting of [5].
∑

∑

,

(

∑

∑

)

Here, MSE is the mean square error. SNR is widely used to qualify the reproduced
image with original image and gives the higher value to a better result. When the
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reproduced image is same with the original image, we set the function to return 0. The
closer the reproduced image is to the original, the larger the SNR can be generated.
The chosen images are referred to an order code found in Appendix.2.
Table.3 gives all SNR values for these 9 images between the results and their original
images. Image is list as their codes referenced from Appendix.2 at the end of the
paper.
For image a and i, the SNR gives 0 to their recovered images. This means the missing
regions of a, i are filled by the same information corresponding to the same area of the
original images. For the case of b and g, the SNR is above 0, are considered as good
quality, which are close to original image. But for the cases of c,d,e,f and h, the results
are not ranged to ‘good’ according to SNR.

Image
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

SNR

0
25.53
-31.89
-73.58
-73.42
-63.43
65.27
-95.67
0

i
Table.3
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4. PATCH MATCH
In order to improve the issues of [5] discussed in pervious section, a novel patch
matching strategy is introduced in this chapter. We describe this development in four
parts. The first part introduces how the ideal strategy works through the use of hash
table. The second part gives the definition of the hash functions. The third describes
the matching process and some implementation issues. Finally, the last part presents
an analysis of the results of our approach and a comparison with [5], refer to the
section 3.6.3 processing time and 3.6.4 quality analysis.
4.1. Patch search with hash function
During the patch matching process, source patches are repeatedly compared with
target patches. There is no method to filter the patches to avoid the comparison with
patches without similar features. In practice, photos are normally natural images such
as sky, grass or people. Those objects contain a diverse range of different features that
differ in properties such as colour and shape. For instance, if a target region if
surrounded by a background of green grass, then the system need only search for any
source patches having features with a similar grass background. There is no reward
for looking for exemplars among those parts of image that contains people or sky.
The process of searching for the best match patch in source region for a target need
only search the subset of related patches. After identifying the sets of patches that are
similar to one another, the patch matching process reduces to a table lookup and data
comparison task.
Similarity metrics provided in the form of hash functions can be adopted to accelerate
the speed of the comparison operation. Therefore we develop a set of hash functions
to divide source patches into different groups by hashing them to separate lists within
a hash table.
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Fig.14 Establishing hash table.
The process is illustrated in fig.14. For a given an image and a patch ѱ that belongs to
source region a hash function is applied to ѱ. These return a hash key that maps the
patch ѱ to the hash table. Patches have same features are expected to have same hash
key. These similar patches are stored in a list at the same index of hash table. Ideally
we determine our hash functions such that those with similar features will have
neighbouring hash values and stored in nearby table entries.
In this version each patch has only one hash value (hash key). The hash table is
created with only patches inform the source region. Patches in the target region will
be matched against entries in the table.

Fig. 15 Patch matching in hash table.
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The hash function strategy finds the exemplar patch for a target patch by using the
following steps: 1) calculate the hash value for the target patch. 2) Find the list with
the index as the hash value in the hash table. 3) Apply SSD between target patch and
every patch in the list returned. 4) Return patch with smallest distance with target
patch as exemplar.
4.2. Definition of hash functions
The calculation of the hash value for the target patch is based on the partial available
information it has. So, it requires hash functions that can extract as much information
as possible to predict the ‘full patch’. To make this work, we have to define the hash
function to distinguish the characters within a patch. For instance, in Fig.16, a target
patch and a matching source patch are given. The hash function calculates the hash
value for the source patch given the target patch with partial information missing, the
hash function is expected to return the same (or similar) hash value for it because the
partial information is matching with the source patch.
We have developed a set of hash functions that are robust under missing information
and that correspond to properties of the patches that relate to descriptors of visual
similarity. These are described below.

Fig. 16 Patch matching with hash function.

4.2.1 Average lightness
Lightness is one of factors that influence the appearance of the image. For a patch
sized area, the lightness is more stable than its real colour. For instance, the lightness
is low for a backlight object and is high when the object is facing a light source. In
this case, the image can be separated into multi-regions according to the degree of the
lightness. The average value is used to represent the trend of the data centralization,
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and is applied to a patch to obtain a central lightness that is indicative of the patch.
The mean value of a patch is calculated by the following:

=(

∑

),

= Grayscale (
Here,

(4)
)

is the intensity of a pixel in patch ѱ, n is the patch size, and

indicates

the mean intensity. The sum of intensity of the pixels is a three-element tuple that are
the total value of R, G and B scaling value. Divide each channel by patch area n×n
returns

. To obtain the average lightness we convert mean intensity to a grayscale

value. (The calculation is only based on valid pixels. We will elaborate how the
invalid pixels are treated in section 4.3.1.)
4.2.2 Gradient
As introduced earlier, lightness can be a condition to distinguish the differences of
patches, but the lightness is changing gradually as the distance with the light source
increases. The gradient reflects the direction of the change of the lightness. Fig. 17 is
illustrated an image, the center is darkest values, black arrows represent the gradient.
If a patch is chosen in this image, we can identify its possible location in the image by
exploit the gradient.

Fig.17 Image with gradient indicated by black arrows
The computation of the gradient is same way with the calculation of data term in (3)
on page 18. The pixels participating in the computation restricted to those in the patch
as it is an independent object once it is taken from an image. The gradient is also the
mean value computed over the available pixels.
Instead of returning the gradient vector, we apply the function atan2 to give the angle
in radians between the gradient and the positive x axis plane.
4.2.3. Hue
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Many image editing software packages provide the colour information of the input
image using colour models in three channels such as RGB and HSV. The HSV model,
hue, saturation and value, describes the colour in terms of how human eyes
acknowledge it. Hue represents the pure colour and is the direct information that
human eyes recognize. For example, the first impression for a sky is normally blue,
and green for grass and leaves.

Fig.18 Hue
An example can be seen in Fig.18, left shows four images with shifted hue where a is
the original image. When changing the hue of the original image, the colour of the sky
and buildings are changing their colours. In b, the hue of a ‘full’ patch is blue in the
colour wheel and a target patch with same colour should point to the same hue.
We define a hue based hash function by obtaining the average intensity of a patch
with (4) (page 33), in the form of an R, G, B tuple, and then convert the RGB model
to HSV. The conversion function, rgb_to_hsv, is provided by package colorsys,
returning a tuple of h,s,v values. We can get hue of the patch by taking the first
element of the tuple.
4.2.4 Number of colours
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Fig.19 Number of colours
Fig.19 shows two simple images, we can easily identify the difference other than the
hue between two images is the number of colours. For image a, if we divide it using a
measure of number of colours, then three groups are present the region which only
contains green, the region which only contains blue and the region which has both
colours.
A patch is a specified small block of the image whose colour information is limited to
its size. If the patch size is set to 9, the maximum amount of colours is 81. As a
consequence, the number of colour measure is working better for a simple colour
image than a rich colour image.
4.2.5 Variation
We define variation as a measure indicating the difference between the point with
highest intensity and the one with lowest intensity. In our implementation, the binary
representation for black is 0 and 255 for white, in a grayscale image. These are the
two endpoints of the intensity range. If all pixels values in a patch tend to the same
level, the variation of this patch is small. Conversely, variation is high when the pixels
in the patch have great intensity gap. Fig.20 a is an image with low variation, it is
filled by pure cadmium yellow and the variation for this image is 0. Image b has
colour changing from light yellow to ochre yellow. The colour error between the
upper side and the lower side of the image are high so the variation for this image is
high.
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Fig.20 Variation. a) Image with low variation. b) Image with high
variation.
The variation of a patch is calculated as below:
V = Max ( ) – Min ( ),
Here

is intensity of the pixel in patch . Variation is the difference between highest

intensity and lowest intensity.

4.2.6 Texture

Fig.21 Texture. a) Strong textured image. b) Pure colored image
Patch can be differed by the texture as illustrated in Fig 21, a is jute texture image and
b is a pure blue image. The use of the texture pattern as a measure is different from
gradient and variation. The gradient reflects the directions of the changes in the
lightness and variation only indicates the gap between two specific pixels while
texture measures the complexity of pixels within a patch.
This measure is defined using:
=∑
=
Here

∑

,
,

,
,

is the sum of intensity error between point (x, y) and its neighbours from

up, down, left and right. N is the amount of neighbours that participate to the
calculation. T is the complexity of the texture of a patch that equals to sum of
divided by number of neighbours.
4.2.7 Mode
Given a series of numbers, mode is the number that appears the most of times in the
series. Different from mean value, mode does not consider the entire data to find out
the central trend, it obeys the majority rules. To calculate the mode for a patch, the
first step is to count how many times each pixel appears in the patch. After that, each
pixel is labeled by its number of occurrences. Finally we return the pixel with highest
occurrence.
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4.2.8 Green channel

Fig.21 Image divided into three channels.
Image is constituted by three channels, red, green and blue. Each carries a part of
colour information of the original image. In the visible light wavelength range, the
green is in the middle which is stable for human eyes. If we only look at the green
channel, the value for a pure blue is ‘113’ and brighter colour has a higher value in
green, darker colour gives a lower value. The sky shown in Fig.a is generally in the
blue range despite the colour is influenced by the light. Then value for sky in image a
is around 113 in green channel. Our system already stores the RGB information of the
image, to return the second element of the tuple in the image array will give the green
information. The value of green channel of patch is calculated as the average ‘green’.
The expression is displayed:
G=
Here

∑

,

is the value pixel i in green channel. Add up the value of the pixels in patch ѱ

and divide patch area returns the average green value.

4.3 Establishment of hash table
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A preprocessing stage is required for building up the hash table. The first step is to

extract source patches

. For each source patch
[

calculate its hash value set,
(

,

,…, ,…,

, in S,

]
(

,

, …,

,

), of each hash functions F

).
=

Here, h is number of hash functions,
is a set of hash values of

(

)

is the hash value of

(5)
with hash function

,

of the family hash functions F. Hash functions are

required to return a float value between 0 and 1. As introduced in previous sections,
there are eight hash functions developed for building up the hash table, which are
average intensity (lightness), gradient, hue, number of colours, texture, mode,
variation and green channel.
4.3.1 Implementation of hash values
In the initialization, pixels are already stored as values scaled to the range [0, 1]
except for the missing pixels which are marked as ‘None’. All hash functions should
be capable of calculating the hash value for a target patch as well so that they all are
capable of dealing with ‘None’ pixels.
4.3.1.1 Average intensity hash function
Firstly we initialize an empty three-element list for the purpose of accumulating all
values of the pixels in the patch. The addition is only done for valid pixels. At the
same time a counter record the number of valid pixels during the calculation. Finally
we divide the total value by the counter and convert the result to grayscale scaled a
value between 0 and 1.
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4.3.1.2 Hash function of gradient
The gradient is computed the same way in the data term but it needs to avoid the
boundary pixels because boundary pixels do not have neighbours on one of their
sides. As a consequence we elect to not calculate gradient for boundary pixels. We
use a list to map the coordinates in the patch that are not on the boundary. For ‘None’
pixels, nothing will be done. The function atan2 () returns a value range from -pi to pi.
Then (atan2(y, x) + pi) / (2*pi) gives a value between 0 and 1.
4.3.1.3 Hash function of hue
The hash function of hue adopts build-in function rgb_to_hsv converting the average
RGB value to HSV in which the hue is represented a value from range 0 to 1.
4.3.1.4 Hash function of number of colours
We transform the pixels in the patch to a single grayscale value. The list of values is
converted to a set () object which automatically remove duplicates. The function len ()
returns the cardinality of the set which is the exact number of colours.
We set two parameters to filter a range of colour on both brightest and darkest sides to
achieve an approximate counting. The grayscale value 1.0 for brightest pixel and is
0.0 for darkest. In the implementation, only the value is larger than 0.08 and smaller
than 0.95 is counted as a colour.
We then total amount of number divide by the patch area to return hash value which is
independent of the number of pixels in the patch.
4.3.1.5 Hash function of variation
The hash value for variation hash function uses the functions max () and min () over
the patch. The variation is their difference.
4.3.1.6 Hash function of texture
The computation is also based on grayscale. Shown below, whenever a neighbour
pixel is taken to calculate the difference with the chosen point, if the neighbour pixel
is not marked as ‘None’, N counts 1. The hash value is the result of dividing the sum
of the accumulated error C by N.
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4.3.1.7 Hash function of mode
We use the python list object and its function count () which returns a count of
occurrences in a list. Every patch is represented as a list of which elements are tuples.
The first step is to convert the patch to grayscale. Then for each element in the
grayscale patch, apply count () to every valid pixel and store its number of
occurrences to another empty list. Finally, return the pixel with highest number of
occurrences.
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4.3.1.8 Hash function of green channel
As the green information is stored in the second element of tuple, we add up all green
values for valid pixels and divide the amount of valid pixels to return the average
green value for the patch.
Once all hash functions are defined to return a scaling value from 0 to 1, given a
patch, we can have a set of hash values. The next thing is to decide how to store the
patch into a hash table.
4.3.2 Random Hyper plane Hash Function
For a patch, a vector consists of a set of hash values is calculated by the set of hash
functions. In order to put the patch into the hash table, we need to transform the set of
hash values to a single hash key representing its index (address).
In Charikar [13], a random hyper plane hash function is introduced to generate a
binary code as the hash key to store in the hash table. For each input vector ⃗ in a
collection of vectors,

, a family of hash functions is devised to generate a binary

hash key for each vector ⃗ . Choose a random vector

from the d-dimensional

Gaussian distribution with zero mean. The hash function is defined corresponding to
as:
(⃗ ) = {

⃗
⃗

(6)

Then a binary hash key of vector ⃗ is generated by (6) is used as its address in the
hash table. Here, the vector ⃗ is calculated by using our eight hash functions.
We adopt random.randn ( ) of numpy to generate the random vector .
numpy.random.randn (k, h) + mu
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Here, k is the desired dimensions for the random vector, and h indicates the number of
hash functions which assigned 8 in our system. mu represents the mean. It returns a kdimensional array consisting of random floats from the standard normal distribution.

Fig.21 Hyper plane hash function.
Assume we generate a 5-dimensional random vector

(

,

,

,

,

) as

illustrated in Fig.21 distributed randomly in the space which are drawn in blue arrows.
The vector ⃗ is red arrow in Fig.21 that is a set of hash values. The dotted line in the
space is seen as dividing line. According to (6), the product of
0, so it returns 1 as the first bit. And the same to
and

and ⃗ is larger than

, the binary bit is 1. Due to

,

are pointing to opposite directions of vector⃗⃗⃗ , their products are smaller than

0, which gives 0 byte. As a result, the final binary code for ⃗⃗⃗ is 11000, which gives
address in the hash table.
Before generating the hash keys for source patches, an empty hash table is initialized
which must be specified with a set size. An appropriate choice of hash table size must
be defined. If we generate a 10-dimensional random vector⃗⃗ , the maximum addresses
that can be created are

. Because of the changing of the image size, a constant

table size cannot satisfy all situations. In this case, we set k to take the integer of
logarithm to base 2 of total pixels (width × height). For instance, give an image, the
size is 100 × 100,

13.29, k is 13. Then the table size is

,

which is 8,192. The maximum possible number of source patches for this image with
the patch size to 9 is 9,216 (width × height – pixels near the image boundary which is
in a half patch size range) and this number has to minus the pixels in target region.
Furthermore, patches in an image cannot be exactly same and they have chance to be
put into same entry of the hash table. Therefore, the enactment of k is approved.
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Once an initial hash table is created, generate the hash key for every source patch
in source region S with (5) and (6).
4.3.3. Permutation
The purpose of permutation to a binary code is to swap some bit to generate a new
binary code. In [5], to search for the similar images, a binary address is calculated for
the target image. Permutation is then applied to the address to obtain more similar
images. When a target patch is given, we calculate its hash value which hashes to only
one entry of the hash table. As the matching is based on partial information we also
need patches with similar features to be taken into consideration. In the initialization
of the hash table, a list is created to store all the possible permutations. The bits that
can be permuted are the length of the binary code, which is k. A parameter is set to
control number of the alternate bits.
Binary code: 1100
Permutations

[]

[0], [1], [2], [3]

…

Alternate
0
1
…

1100
0100, 1000, 1110,
1111
…

An example is shown in the table above; a 4-length binary code is given as 1100, if
the alternate is set to 0, the permutation is empty, then return the binary code itself.
When set the alternate to 1, then 1 bit participate in the permutation, as there is four
bytes in the code so the permutations are four and swap only with one bit each.
4.3.4 Patch match
Once the pre-processing is done, a hash table of source patches is built. The image
completion of [5] is then employed here. The process is following the same steps of
[5] except the searching section. When a target patch is given by the highest priority,
apply the human defined hash functions to the patch and calculate its hash value set.
The random hyper plane hash function, return a hash key. This hash key points to an
entry of the hash table. Multiple addresses are generated by permutation in order to
obtain more similar patches. We use a candidate list to hold the source patches that
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occur in the entries of hash table pointed by these hash keys. Then, SSD is applied
between target patch and patches in candidate to calculate the best patch. The last step
is to update mask matrix and the image array.
4.4. Test and evaluation
4.4.1 Test based on a perfect assumption
Before testing the complete hash functions based patch matching strategy, we
evaluate its performance using a set of testing cases that assume optimal condition. In
this scenario each entry in the hash table would only contains one element. For a
target patch, its hash value would directly hash to the one source patch resulting in all
further steps achieving the time complexity of O (1). Rather than generate images that
achieve this effect we directly manipulate the hash table structure to achieve this
criterion.
For evaluation we employ 10 images containing only black with white pixels to
represent the missing region. Image completion is not the goal in this experiment.
Instead we concentrate on the performance of patch matching with image sizes are set
from the smallest 50 × 50 to largest 500 × 400 pixels. To make the process fair for all
cases, the missing regions for all images are set to 30 × 30 pixels. Under the condition
described above, the processing time for image inpainting is expected to be the
constant as the hash table lookup should be independent of image size.
As shown in Table.4, the image inpainting time grows while the image size increases.
This is not the consistent with our prediction. We investigate the cause of the
difference by applying a profiler to the system.
Image size with missing
Image Inpainting Time (s)
area (30 × 30)
50 × 50
1.654
100 × 100
1.809
150 × 100
1.969
150 × 200
2.246
200 × 200
2.566
250 × 200
2.768
250 × 300
3.377
350 × 300
4.090
350 × 400
4.874
500 × 400
6.336
Table.4
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Image size
50 × 50
100 × 100
150 × 100
150 × 200
200 × 200
250 × 200
250 × 300
350 × 300
350 × 400
500 × 400

GetTarget
1.595
1.677
1.744
1.920
2.123
2.248
2.593
2.966
3.448
4.237

Prioriti
es
1.581
1.662
1.730
1.904
2.106
2.232
2.577
2.949
3.431
4.221

Confidenc
e Term
0.993
0.988
0.994
0.991
1.022
1.021
1.024
1.030
1.046
1.039
Table.5

Data
Term
0.349
0.347
0.350
0.348
0.367
0.360
0.370
0.368
0.365
0.369

Fillfron
t
0.102
0.189
0.249
0.430
0.573
0.705
1.034
1.408
1.873
2.670

Patchm
atch
0.036
0.04
0.04
0.043
0.050
0.048
0.053
0.052
0.054
0.056

At the moment, the analysis is only focused on inpainting process. The Table.5 lists
the top 6 functions that consume most of time. The functions priorities, confidence
Term, data term and fillfront are called within the function GetTarget. Of these
calculation of the confidence term and the data term contribute a minimal amount to
the increase in time with increasing image size. The increase is mainly in calculating
fillfront and Priorities but fillfront is included in priorities. [Code can be found in
Appendix 3] The fillfront is re-calculated every time before the filling process by
going through the mask matrix to find the neighbours that have an invalid pixel. As
the image size increases, the mask matrix is larger. That is why fillfront takes longer
time for a larger image.
To overcome this issue, we re-design the way of identifying the fillfront. We initialize
a fillfront list in the first loop using a complete scan of the mask. After that we
incrementally modify the list by removing the coordinates that are filled in update
from the list. New fillfront pixels must also be added. Instead of determining the
fillfront through entire mask matrix, we only look at the surrounding pixels of the
target patch. If adjacent pixels have an invalid pixel, then they are added to the
fillfront list.
With the incremental fillfront calculation, the time is substantially shorter than the
previous one as can be seen in Table.6. The time spent on computing Priorities,
confidence term, data term, Patchmatch and update are tending to the balanced value.
The initialization of fillfront is still based the mask matrix so when the image size
increases, the time grows slightly.
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Image
size
50 × 50
100 × 100
150 × 100
150 × 200
200 × 200
250 × 200
250 × 300
350 × 300
350 × 400
500 × 400

Inpainti
ng (s)
0.61
0.66
0.685
0.82
0.85
0.931
1.1
1.311
1.63
1.889

Priorities
1.169
1.211
1.183
1.182
1.185
1.068
1.083
1.144
1.169
1.221

Con
Data
Term
Term
0.916
0.196
0.941
0.214
0.929
0.193
0.928
0.199
0.924
0.202
0.839
0.180
0.853
0.181
0.894
0.196
0.916
0.196
0.963
0.200
Table.6

Fillfront
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.008
0.018
0.012
0.016
0.022
0.025
0.036

Patchmatch Update
0.013
0.017
0.015
0.017
0.017
0.013
0.015
0.018
0.013
0.018

0.049
0.047
0.045
0.047
0.05
0.042
0.043
0.044
0.049
0.046

The improvement can be seen from the Chart.1. The red points represent the previous
way of computing fillfront and the blue points are the time of each image with fixed
fillfront. We can see that he influence from image size is reduced when apply the
fixed fillfront function.

Chart.1
But the slight increase from the blue line still occurs. That can relate to the mask
matrix size and saving image. There are processes based on mask matrix such as the
initialization of fillfront list, checking if the mask is filled.

4.4.2 Processing time
In order to compare the difference with [5], we use the same set of test images. The
test will at the moment focus on the image inpainting time. We leave the hash
functions to divide the patches. In this manner, each entry can contain more than 1
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patch. Table.7 list the testing using our image test back which can be seen is in
appendix.1 Table.1 according to the image order number, the inpainting time using
human defined hash functions, the image inpainting time with brute force strategy[5],
and the reduced time represented in percentage.
For most cases, the image inpainting time is saved at least half of the time used with
brute force. Except the cases of 1 and 2, the image inpainting time for the rest cases
decrease dramatically that for the image 6, up to 95.3% of time using brute force is
saved by applying with new strategy.

Input image
code(size)
1. 100 × 80
2. 115 × 100
3.120 × 100
4. 100 × 133
5. 130 × 120
6. 140 × 180
7. 200 × 151
8. 200 × 169
9. 204 × 194
10. 200 × 200

Image Inpainting
[5]Brute force
with hash
image processing
functions(s)
(s)
20.38
42.331
54.1
124.193
9.7
72.855
43.54
217.032
7.55
123.842
15.3
327.213
137.6
1078.922
77.7
514.247
213.92
799.849
146.55
1044.425
Table.7

Reduced time
(%)
51.9%
56.4%
86.7%
79.9%
93.9%
95.3%
87.2%
84.9%
73.3%
86%

The speed is influenced by the number of candidate in the hash table list. For each
patch matching scheme, the time complexity is O (n), n is number of patches that
contains in the entry.
4.4.3 Precision and recall
We further compare quality of the patch matching using by measuring precision and
recall with resulting patches between our approach and [5]. When calculate the best
matching patch, we return the best 20 best patches from both [5] and our algorithm as
the total relevant patches. We compare the set of patches returned by both methods. In
this way, the results for both precision and recall are the same so we only list one
value. As the precision and recall are defined below:
Precision =
Recall =

{

{

} {
{

}
}

} {

,

}
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We set only to retrieve 20 patches from both strategies. The 20 patches returned by [5]
are used as reference (total relevant patches) to compare with the patches returned by
our approach. As a result, the precision and recall are the same value in our definition.
As strategy of [5] chooses the best patch among the whole source image and it is
limited to the candidates in the entries of the hash table. The higher of the precision
and recall an image results, the more likely those two approaches return the same
restored image.
Input image
(number)

Precision and
Recall
1
0.75
2
0.9
3
0.65
4
0
5
0.95
6
0.65
7
0
8
0
9
0.9
10
0
Table.8 the image number refers to appendix table.1
The 10 test images used in this test are the first 10 images shown in appendix table.1,
the first 10 images. The results shown in the Table.8 are divided into three groups:
image 2, 5 and 9 give a relatively high precision and recall. Images 1, 3 and 6 show a
medium match. There is no any match in image 4, 7, 8 and 10. The images with high
precision and recall contain simple content and pure colour. This is because that the
variation of patches within the image is low as most of source patches are duplicates.
The matching between [5] and the hash functions approach is decreasing while the
image content becomes complicated both in the richness of colour and complicity of
structure. From this point of view, we can see that the human defined hash functions
identify the patch features differed from the SSD.
It is important to note that precision and recall does not directly reflect the quality of
the result images. However it does indicate that hash function based patch matching
process is often selecting a different set of patches to those returned by the original
brute force process.
(For a further investigation, the SSD score for both sets of patches can be used to
compare the distance between reproduced image and original images.)
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4.4.4 Results discussion

Fig.22 a) Original image. b) Input image. c) Filled image with our
approach (patch size 9). d) Filled image with [5]. (Patch size 9)
For the case illustrated in Fig.22, b is the input image. As shown in 22a, the missing
region in 22b has no exact match in source region. 22c is the result using our human
defined hash functions approach and 22d is the restoration image by [5]. Both
algorithms are using the same patch size, 9. Compare the results, there is more blue
pixels filled outside of the circle in 22d than it is in 22c. The hash table based
restoration could be considered to be closer to the original image in this case.
Another example is shown in Fig.23 with test image 23b. The results using both
algorithms leave obvious artifacts on filled image. In 23c, the wall is filled with some
dark brown which comes from the patches on the table area and a nearby pot is coped
to the missing region.
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Fig.23 a) Original image, an oil painting ‘Still Life with Apples’, by Cézanne, c.
1890. The Hermitage, St, Petersburg. b) Input image. c) Result with our approach.
d) result with [5]. (Both using patch size 9)

As discussed in previous section (3.6.2), this can relate to the patch size issue.
Changing the different patch size is possible to improve the quality. Fig.24 shows
when apply with patch size 15, the artifact does not appear on the wall for the hash
table approach shown at left but for the approach of [5], the artifact still exists on the
table.

Fig.24 Patch size 15. left (hash table approach) right by [5].

(More examples can be seen in Appendix 4)
4.4.5 Quality analysis
The quality analysis is still reply on SNR with the same test images set used in the
section 4.6.4 (quality analysis) using the algorithm [5].
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Image code

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i

SNR with hash
functions

0
0
-11.47
-73.58
-74.91
-45.46
-58.24
-91.45
0

SNR with brute
force

0
25.53
-31.89
-73.58
-73.42
-63.43
65.27
-95.67
0

Table.9
The Table.9 list the SNRs using two approaches for images (a-i) refer to appendix.2.
Except the image a and i, for the image b, the reproduced image returns the same with
its original image when using our algorithm. For the cases of c, f and h, our approach
gives a better quality over [5] but shows less accuracy in images e and g.
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5. CONCLUSION
5.1 Summary
Image completion techniques repair the damaged portion in an image but the
inpainting process is rather slow particularly with large images. Our intention was to
develop an efficient image completion algorithm that can used to remove sensitive
information from the image. Specifically our goal is to implement and further refine
an image completion algorithm that can be efficiently used for providing privacy to
participants in social networking sites.
Solving this problem involved addressing the following issues:


We must identify a suitable inpainting process and successfully implement it.
a. We have successfully implemented an image completion algorithm of
Criminsi et al [5] in python.
b. After examining some existing strategies, we have chosen and reimplemented Crminisi et al [5]’s exemplar-based image completion
algorithm. Their algorithm is using a priority ordering strategy to fill
the gap based on searching the matching patch in the source region,
which is a brute force approach.



We must determine a methodology for evaluating the performance of this
process, particularly with respect to the size of the image provided.
a. We created an image bank contain both artificial images and natural
images with different size.
b. In order to explore the potential of [5] to recover the images, we have
developed a set of test images including artificial images (simple shape
and colour) and natural images (rich content). Artificial images test
how the algorithm recovers the structure of the images and the solution
for the filling region is simple and easy to identify. Natural images are
set to test how the algorithm reacts to complex content. There are
multiple valid patches that can be filled in the gap. Any missing region
in a natural image can be filled with any objects from a source region
and it is not easy to specify a single “best” match.
c. Furthermore, we set 10 images with size increasing from 100 × 80 to
200 × 200 to test how image size influence the processing time. We
applied SNR to evaluate the quality the reproduced the image. The
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method of [5] is a greedy patch matching scheme with time complexity
O(


).

We must investigate improvements to the efficiency of the inpainting
operation.
a. We have tested our approach with same set of images used for
testing the processing time of [5].
b. Their approach gives relatively reasonable results when using
suitable patch size, most cases show that patch size 15 giving a
better results than patch size 5,7 and 9, but the patch matching
takes too much time. Especially for lager size images, the
restoration can take up to minutes for a medium size image 200 ×
200 pixels.
c. To overcome this issue, we have successfully developed a set of
human defined hash functions to divide the source region into
groups of patches and store them in the hash table. The patch
matching process is constrained to candidates in only one or few
entries. Test on the same 10 images, our approach reduce at least
50% of image inpainting time spent by [5], achieve the time
complexity O (n).



We need to determine that the quality of the repaired images is unaffected by
the optimizations that we introduced.
a. We also applied SNR to the results reproduced by our approach
and compare them with those reproduced by [5]. Our approach
gives similar results with [5] in most cases and shows a better
ability to preserve the structure of the shape in some cases.

5.2 Contributions
This work made the following contribution:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Reproduced the process described in [5].
Devised test set: artificial images and natural images
Devised analysis techniques for inpainting: precision and recall and SNR.
Produced metrics that encode patch characteristics in human compatible form.
Devised fast approximate patch match process.
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7. APPENDIX. 1
1. Input image

Patch size 5

Patch size 7

Patch size 9

Patch size 15

Patch size 5

Patch size 7

Patch size 9

Patch size 15

1

2. Input image
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3. Input image

4. Input image

Patch size 5

Patch size 7

Patch size 9

Patch size 15

Patch size 5

Patch size 7

Patch size 9

Patch size 15
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5. Input image

6. Input image

Patch size 5

Patch size 7

Patch 9

Patch 15

Patch size 5

Patch size 7

Patch size 9

Patch size 15
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7. Input image

8. Input image

Patch size 5

Patch size 7

Patch size 9

Patch size 15

Patch size 5

Patch size 7

Patch 9

Patch 15
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9. Input image

10. Input image

Patch size 5

Patch size 7

Patch 9

Patch 15

Patch size 5

Patch size 7

Patch size 9

Patch size 15
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11. Input image

12.Input image

Patch size 5

Patch size 7

Patch size 9

Patch size 15

Patch size 5

Patch size 7

Patch size 9

Patch size 15

Table.1
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8. APPENDIX. 2

a

b

c

d

e
62

f

g

h

i
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9. Appendix 3
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10. Appendix 4
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